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by Sara Morris (fyberduck)
edited by FluffyKnitterDeb

PLEASE NOTE:
Due to the fact that most mystery sock knitters have been knitting both
socks at once, the order of the clues has been changed - the heel of the
second sock will now come before the toes.

CLUE #3

HEEL: The heel will be worked on the first 28 (32, 36) sts of the row. If using DPNs, work
these sts onto one DPN on first row.

Heel Flap:
Row 1: Sl1, k1, p2, *Sl1, k1* 10 (12, 14) times, p2, k2, turn.
Row 2: Sl1, p1, k2, p20 (24, 28), k2, p2, turn.
Repeat Rows 1 & 2: 0 (1, 2) times.
Intarsia insert:

• MC: white squares
• CC: red squares

Work CHART B below, starting at Row 1 as follows:
RS/ odd rows: Sl1, k1, p2, *Sl1, k1* 2 (3, 4) times, WORK CHART B, *Sl1, k1* 2 (3,
4) times, p2, k2, turn.
WS/ even rows: Sl1, p1, k2, p4 (6, 8), WORK CHART B, p4 (6, 8), k2, p2, turn.

After finishing intarsia insert, work 'Heel Flap' Rows 1 & 2 again 1 (2, 3) times. There
should be a TOTAL of 28 (32, 36) rows in the heel flap.

Turning the heel:
Row 1: K17 (19, 21), ssk, k1, turn
Row 2: Sl 1, p7, p2tog, p1, turn
Continue *working to 1 st before the gap, work it together (ssk/ p2tog) with next st,
work another st, turn* until all sts in heel flap have been worked. End with a WS row.
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Gussets
Row 1: K across heel sts, PM, PU & K 14 (16, 18) sts along first gusset, knit across
instep sts, PU & K 14 (16, 18) sts along second gusset, k 9 (10, 11), PM.
New row starts here.
On even rows, decrease 1 st on either gusset until 48 (56, 64) sts remain. (i.e. *k to
last 3 sts of first gusset, k2tog, k1, SM, WORK INSTEP PATTERN, SM, k1, ssk, knit to
end of row*).
As for the instep, continue to follow instep pattern as established in Clue #3:
Row 1 & ALL odd rows: k 3 (5, 7), SM, knit stitches between markers, SM, k 3 (5, 7).
Row 2 thru 28: k 3 (5, 7), SM, RESUME lace pattern as established, SM, k 3 (5, 7).
Repeat rows 1 - 28 in established pattern until 2 inches from desired length.

FOOT:
Repeat Rows 1 - 28 of instep pattern until sock measures 2" less than desired length from
heel. End with an even/ pattern row.

NOTES
K knit
P purl
Sl1 slip 1 st as if to purl
K2tog knit 2 together
K3tog knit 3 together
ssk slip slip knit
YO yarn over
MC main colour
CC contrast color
PU & K pick up and knit

Instructions for the toes will be released with CLUE #3 on January 23, 2008.
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